School Uniform Policy

The Cooloola Christian College uniform is not owned by the individual. It is an outward sign of belonging and belief which we all hold in trust for the CCC community.

The wearing of the school uniform is compulsory. Students are expected to wear full and correct uniform during the day and when travelling to and from College. This includes visits to shopping centres or other places where which students frequent out of school hours. It should be remembered that the community often (whether rightly or wrongly) judges a school by the public appearance and behaviour of its students. Therefore, if you are unable to comply with the stated uniform requirements, you must carry an exemption slip from the office. This policy will be vigorously enforced.

It is expected that parents support the accepted standard of dress by ensuring that their students wear the correct Cooloola Christian College uniform.

Hats (no caps) are a compulsory part of the College uniform and must be worn when students are in the sun.

NO HAT, NO PLAY!

Hair Styles

Students are expected to keep their hair looking natural, clean and well-groomed. As inappropriate styles and colours have led to suspensions in the past, the following parameters are set:

- Hair is to be worn away from the face and not falling below the eyebrows to accommodate Health & Safety regulations in workshops, etc. Clips should be used to ensure hair does not impair vision.
- Girls’ hair below the collar must all be tied back; no more than two (2) plaits. Ribbons/scrunchies/clips/bands in school colours may be worn. Hair accessories should be functional, not merely decorative.
- Boys’ hair should be no longer than collar and no shorter than a number three. No rat’s tails.
- The head is not to be fully or partially shaved.
- Faddish hairstyles are unacceptable.
- Any noticeable and/or blatant change to hair colour (dying or bleaching) will incur immediate suspension until the colour reverts to its original colour. Acceptability is at the discretion of the Principal.
- Boys should also remain clean shaven at all times.

Jewellery

- Watches and medi-alert discs are permitted, but are worn at the student’s own risk. Watches should be black, silver, gold, white or blue.
- No chains, rings, bracelets, anklets. Purity rings are acceptable, but only if written parental permission is approved by the Principal, prior to wearing.
- Any form of tattooing or body piercing is totally unacceptable.
- If girls have pierced ears, they should only wear plain small gold or silver studs or sleepers, and there may be only one of these for each ear lobe.
- Boys are not to have pierced ears.
Shoes
Prep – Year 9
Completely black lace up leather shoes are to be worn with the Formal and Sports Uniform. These do not need to be the polished work wear shoes, but can be a leather jogger. Basketball sports shoes and canvas shoes are not acceptable.

Years 10, 11 & 12
All senior students will be required to wear completely black lace up polished leather work wear shoes with the Formal Uniform.

Completely black lace up joggers are to be worn with the Sports Uniform.
Basketball sports shoes or canvas shoes are not acceptable.

Hats
At Cooloola Christian College there are 2 hats students can choose to wear:

*Formal Hat* – A wide-brimmed navy slouch hat with the school logo on the front.

*Sports Hat* – A wide-brimmed navy cloth hat with the school logo on the front or reverse. It is to be your house colour (Red – Shadrach; Blue – Abednego or Green – Meshach)

Socks
All socks are to be worn so that they are visible above the shoe.

*Girls Formal – Primary & Secondary*
Plain white socks

*Boys Formal – Primary*
Plain navy sock

*Boys Formal – Secondary*
Navy with teal & white strips

*Boys & Girls Sports – Primary & Secondary*
White anklets with “CCC” and navy strips
Uniform

Formal Uniform Primary (Year 1 to Year 6)

Boys Formal

Shirt – Teal Tartan

Shorts - Navy

Girls Formal

Dress – Teal tartan below the knee length

Stockings (WINTER ONLY) – (Optional)
Navy

Formal Uniform Secondary (Year 7 to Year 12)

Boys Formal

Shirts – Plain white with logo

Shorts – Navy tailored

Trousers (Optional) – Navy tailored

Belt – Black Leather
Jumper – Navy knitted (poly/cotton) with logo

Tie – Navy with logo – must be worn with long trousers

**Girls Formal**

Blouse – White peck front with logo

Skirt – Teal tartan – below the knee length

Tie (Years 7 to 9)
Tartan cross over

Tie (Years 10 – 12)
Navy and teal

Cardigan – Navy knitted (Poly/cotton) buttoned with logo

Stockings – Navy (WINTER ONLY) – (Optional)

**Sports Uniform Primary (Prep to Year 6)**

**Boys & Girls**

Shirt – Sublimated Sport Polo (Teal/Navy/White)

Shorts – Sports – Navy microfibre
Winter

Fleecy Cardigan – Navy with teal trim, zip and logo

Fleecy Jumper – Navy with teal trim and logo

Fleecy Track Pants - Navy with teal trim

Sports Uniform Secondary (Year 7 to Year 12)

Boys & Girls

Shirt – Sublimated Polo - (Teal/Navy/White)

Shorts - Navy - microfibre board shorts with CCC logo

Track Pants – Navy – microfiber

Jacket –Navy/Teal - microfibre

Extras available at the Uniform Shop

Prep to Year 6

Library Bag – Navy with logo - Homework Bag – Green with logo

All Students

School bag – Navy with logo
Small, Medium & Large
Uniform Shop

Open Monday 8:30am - 10:30am Wednesday 2:30pm - 3:30pm
Special arrangements are made for school holidays.
College policy is that payment is made at time of purchase by either:

Cash, Cheque, Bank Card, Eftpos
Accounts are available subject to the approval of the Business Manager or Principal.
Second-hand items available - prices and availability of uniform items may vary.

Makeup

No make-up is to be worn.

Swimming

Swimming costumes must be acceptably modest. Rashies or sleeved shirts must be worn as part of sun protection. Parents will be notified where a problem exists.

Girls – One piece preferred. If two-piece, need to wear a non-see through fabric T-shirt over the top that covers the navel and any exposed stomach. High cut or revealing one piece costumes or see through fabrics are not allowed.

Boys - Should also consider modesty.

Non Uniform Days

Non Uniform Days will be advised at the Principal's discretion. On these days dress should be modest suiting the school standard and setting as listed below.

Rules for Non Uniform Days

In accordance with current Workplace Health and Safety Legislation and in keeping with the College’s modest dress code, students are to comply with the following rules on Non Uniform days. Failure to comply will mean exclusion from activities until suitable attire is found or other appropriate consequences at the discretion of the Principal.

Students must wear:

  Modest and appropriate clothing;
  Clothes that meet all safety regulations;
  Closed in shoes;
  A broad brimmed hat;
  Shirts with sleeves of appropriate length for sun safety and modesty;
  Hair colour that complies with uniform code (unchanged).

Students must not wear:

  Tops or bottoms that expose mid sections or top sections;
  Sleeveless or thin strapped tops;
  High heels;
  Clothes that are see through;
  Any immodest or offensive clothing.